Abstract. structural data from Electronic Health Records as complementary information to imaging data for disease prediction. We incorporate novel weighting layer into the Graph Convolutional Networks, which weights every element of structural data by exploring its relation to underlying disease. We demonstrate the superiority of our developed technique in terms of computational speed and obtained encouraging results where our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods when applied to two publicly available datasets ABIDE and Chest X-ray in terms of relative performance for the accuracy of prediction by 5.31 % and 8.15 % and for the area under the ROC curve by 4.96 % and 10.36 % respectively. Additionally, the model is lightweight, fast and easily trainable.
Introduction
Structural data(age, gender, weight) from Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are exploited by Computer Aided Systems (CADS) as complementary information for disease prediction. Such systems, however, fail to weight the structural data based its relevance to the disease at hand. A model capable of evaluating the significance of every element of the structural data and performing the prediction task based on the selective and weighted procedure for elements of structural data is required. Such scheme will boost more semantic automatic disease prediction task Recently multi-modal data is processed using deep learning methods like Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs) [9] , Autoencoders [6] , Modified Restricted Boltzman Machine [8] etc. These methods provide richer and discriminant feature space which helps to exploit the global complementary information from available modalities, however, fail to address the problem of unequal relevance.
Structural data gives statistical information about the population as a whole. This is taken into consideration more recently using graphs, providing a more semantic way of using multi-modal data [7, 4] . These methods focus more on the association between the subjects with respect to either of the modalities and then solve the tasks such as disease prediction with features from other modalities. Most recent work by [7] presents an intelligent and novel use case of GCNs for the binary classification task. The method proposes to use each structural information to construct an affinity matrix separately and eventually combine them to get the neighborhood graph unlike the conventional methods of fusing the information for the prediction task. This method, however, yields varied results for distinct input neighborhood graph. Each of these affinity graphs and indirectly each element of structural data (age, gender, weight, body-mask ) carries distinct neighborhood relationship and statistical properties with respect to the sample space.
Our motivation is to analyze the impact and relevance of the neighborhood definitions on the final task of disease prediction. In addition to that, we want to investigate whether the relative weighting of meta-data can be done automatically. Contributions: 1)We propose a model capable of incorporating the information of each graph separately, 2)Our design architecture bears a parallel setting of GCN layers 3)We introduce a layer which automatically learns the weighting of each meta-data with respect to its relevance to the prediction task, 4) Our model outperforms the state of the art method on two but publicly available and challenging databases.
Methodology
Considering a database of N subjects, each with data tuple of d dimensional feature vector and m elements from corresponding structural data. Target is to classify the population in K classes with an automatic weighting of structural elements. We adopt such weighting with a parallel setting of Graph Convolutional layers as shown in fig.1 . The proposed model incorporates M parallel branches leveraging one of the structural element separately to learn the filters of each branch. Parallel branches consist of 2 Graph Convolutional layers each which are finally fused using the ranking layer. Each branch receives common features for each node. Below we explain the initial setting. Mathematical background on GCN explains the propagation modal and labeling. We provide details on affinity graph construction and finally ranking layer.
Given a database D = {X, Y } that comprises N subjects X ∈ R N ×d , each represented by a d-dimensional feature vector, and a subset of labeled subjects (K-classes) Y L ∈ R L×K , K being one hot vector for our case and M affinity graphs G (m) ∈ R N ×N computed from the respective structural element. The objective is to build a model f (·) that learns feature representation that follows the underlying affinity graphs, i.e neighbor subjects should have similar feature representation. This yields a smooth label propagation to the unlabeled set
where θ is the model parameters. Recent efforts are made to Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [4, 2] allowing us to train such a model using the layer wise propagation, we adopt the classical GCN propagation model to our ML-PGCN setting as:
where W (m) is the adjacency matrix of the undirected graph with self connec-
is the trainable layerspecific weight matrix, which can be derived from a first-order approximation of localized spectral filters on graphs, and H 
is the normalized graph Laplacian, and σ(·) is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function. Using graph spectral theory and polynomial parametrization for κ th localized filters [2] the scope of neighborhood is defined. During spectral convolution at any node n ( i), its κ neighbors are considered. Readers are referred to [4] for more details on GCN.
is weighted and undirected consisting of common vertex set V ∈ R N , and specific edge set E (m) ∈ R N ×N , and affinity matrix W (m) ∈ R N ×N . Each reveals distinct intrinsic relationship between the vertices. Edges between vertices are defined based on the given element of structural data information as
where M m (·) is the corresponding structural element, e.g gender, age, or location, and β is a threshold. A similarity metric between the subjects Sim(v i , v j ), e.g. correlation coefficient, is incorporated to weight the edges as
where • is the Hadamard product. Ranking Layer: To rank the structural data elements, we design a linear combination layer that ranks the logits coming from the last hidden layer
where ω m is the trainable scalar weight associated with the structural element, S(·) is the softmax function, andŶ is the predicted label matrix.
Objective function: The model parameters θ of Graph Convolutional Networks Θ (m) and Ranking layer ω m are updated by back-propagating the gradient of the binary cross entropy loss on labeled data,
Experiments and Results
Our experiments have been designed carefully to firstly investigate the influence of individual affinity graphs on the performance of predictive models. Secondly, to validate our proposed method in the presence of multi-graphs setting compared to the baseline approaches [7] . Further, in-depth insight and analysis on ranking structural elements are investigated. Dataset: Our model has been validated on two large and challenging clinical databases for the binary classification task, namely ABIDE [1] and Shenzhen Chest X-ray (CXR) Database [3] . Both imaging and non-imaging (structural elements) are provided together with the ground-truth labels. The data is split into training and validation sets (90%, and 10%, respectively). ABIDE Database [1] : Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) is a grassroots corporation which aggregates data from 20 different sites and openly shares 1112 existing resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (RfMRI) datasets with corresponding structural MRI and structural elements(gender, age) from 539 individuals with ASD and 573 age-matched typical controls. The database consists of 871 subjects divided into normal (controlled) subjects (468) and abnormal (diseased) ones with ASD (403). It should be noted that for a fair comparison with the baseline, we use the same subset of data and follow the same preprocessing step appeared in [7] . Shenzhen CXR Database: It is created by the National Library of Medicine, Maryland, USA in collaboration with Shenzhen No.3 People's Hospital, Guangdong Medical College, Shenzhen, China. The CXR images are from out-patient clinics and were captured as part of the daily routine using Philips DR Digital Diagnose systems. The database consists of 662 subjects each with structural elements(gender, age) divided into normal (controlled) subjects (326 CXR images) and abnormal (diseased) subjects with Tuberculosis (336 CXR images). All CXR images are passed to a pre-trained AlexNet [5] to extract a lower-dimensional 4 . The ABIDE network is trained for 150 epochs, whereas CXR is trained for 500 epochs. We use early stopping criteria to decide the number of epochs for each setting. Evaluation: Our proposed model is evaluated based on the classification accuracy (ACC), and the area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) on the validation set. Further, we report the paired t-test to measure the statistical significance with a significance level of 5%.We perform stratified Monte-Carlo Cross-Validation. Notation: For ABIDE let, W (1) and W (2) be the graph associated with gender and site information respectively. Similarly for CXR let W (1) and W (2) be the graph associated with gender and age. ω 1 , ω 2 be the corresponding weights. The accuracies for all the experiments are reported in table 3 for both the datasets. Influence of individual affinity graphs We train the conventional baseline method with different input affinity graphs to investigate their individual influence on training and prediction task. For instance, we investigate if W (1) improves the performance when used alone. The baseline method in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the AUCs for ABIDE and CXR datasets, respectively. For ABIDE dataset: B_Gender depicts the best performance(p < 0.01) whereas B_Site show the worst performance. This shows their individual significance with respect to the prediction task. In case of CXR dataset, B_Gender shows the best performance(p<0.01), while B_Age perform same as B_Both. Accuracy and AUC show similar a trend. For both grid-based convolution and graph-based convolution, the output for each pixel or node depends on features at the node and the neighborhood. Hence the output classification accuracy is a consequence of graph defined. Each graph bearing different neighborhood information performs convolutions with a distinct neighborhood. More semantically relevant neighborhood distinctly separate the clusters based on class. Multi-layer graph model without automatic ranking Next, we train proposed ML-PGCN with non-trainable weights for each branch. The motivation of this setting is two-fold. First, to investigate the effect of W (i) for i = [1, 2] trained in a parallel setting and explicitly initialize the [ω 1 , ω 2 ] of the last layer.
We apply similar setting for CXR dataset replacing 'site' with 'age'. Second, it validates the need of layer which can automatically learn the weighting of two branches. Our proposed method (O) in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the AUC for ABIDE and CXR dataset, respectively. For ABIDE dataset, this setting follows the same trend as the baseline, with B_Gender performing best(p <0.01) with both B_Site and B_Both ), however B_Gender and B_Site perform significantly better with (p < 0.01) with respect to B_Both. It is observed that overall our proposed model performs significantly better than baseline method (p < 0.01). For CXR dataset, our model shows similar performance for all the setting. Multi-layer graph with automatic ranking Finally, to validate the impor-tance of ranking the structural elements. The last layer is allowed to train its filters. The motive here is to investigate if the network automatically learns [ω 1 , ω 2 ]. Our proposed method + Ranking (OR) in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the AUC for ABIDE and CXR dataset, respectively. For ABIDE, our proposed model significantly outperforms all the settings as can be seen in the fig. 3 (p < 0.01) . For CXR dataset, the results from the AUC curve confirms that our model significantly outperforms the baseline model with a huge margin (p < 0.01) We also investigate the effect of using the random graph as one of the input. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 4 Discussion and conclusion:
All our experiments described, in the previous section, go inline with our hypothesis. GCNs are sensitive to the defined neighborhood. Combination of affinities alters the possible neighborhood between the subjects. Separate spectral convolutions with distinct neighborhood graph in the proposed method without ranking improves the results. Finally, our proposed method with ranking clearly incorporates the unequal contributions of graphs and outperforms all the setups with significant margin. Fig 4 depicts weight updates for individual graphs during training which settles down to unequal values based on their contribution. The ratio of training time of our model to baseline is 1.138, making it scalable for a larger number of structural elements.Training GCN layers in the initial epochs followed by training the weighting layer as shown in fig. 4 channelize the learning of weights. Considering our investigation we kept the features at every node simpler, though the definition of such similarity is crucial. Out of sample extension is required for this method, which will boost its usage for the live datasets.
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